ENCODER FEEDBACK CABLE
ENC FB-26HD-25DJS-MAX36DM

CABLE WRAP LABEL: EA00113

LABELS:
2 REQUIRED,
(1 AT EACH END)

CABLE WRAP LABEL: EA00113

FOR CRIMP TOOL USE
AMP HANDLE ASSY
58074-1 WITH AMP HEAD
ASSY 58063-2
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PROPRIETARY INFORMATION
THIS DRAWING IS THE PROPERTY OF AEROTECH, INC. AND IS SUBMITTED IN CONFIDENCE AND SHALL NOT BE REPRODUCED OR DISCLOSED TO OTHERS UNDER PENALTY OF LAW.

TOLERANCES ON FRACTIONS = DECIMALS ANGLES
0 TO 6 1/32 XX 3/32 1 - 30°
OVER 6 1/16 XX 7/32

RMS FINISH

EXCEPT AS NOTED

DRAWN
JFM 5/10/2018

CHECKED
JAB 5/10/2018

APPROD.
JFM 5/13/2018
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